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R495DispatchesAsexuality: The Insects that Stick With ItOne hope of trying to understand why sex is so powerful and prevalent a mode
of reproduction relies on the rare examples of animals that persist long-term
without having sex. Now, several species of stick insects join that illustrious
circle.Figure 1. Sticking it out.
Although Timema walking sticks look far less spectacular than some of their stick insect rela-
tives, and other stick insects are known to be asexual too, their long-standing asexuality is
what makes them special. Here, a female Timema geneveviae, a species thought to have lived
without sex for over 2 million years. (Photo: Kim Meijer).Florian Maderspacher
Bdelloid rotifers don’t do it; oribatid
mites don’t do it; darwinulid ostracods
don’t do it — or do they? Some
Aramigus weevils don’t do it, nor do
some Daphnia water fleas or Artemia
brine shrimp. Also certain lineages of
Lasaea clams and Campeloma snails
don’t do it and neither does a fish,
the Amazon molly [1,2]. Yes, we are
talkingabout sex, and theseanimalsare
members of a preciously rare
set, because they reproduce
predominantly or exclusively without
having sex. Among the millions of
animal species, there is only a handful
of candidates for this exclusive circle
and in many instances their eligibility
is still contended [2]. Their rarity is what
makesasexual species so interesting to
biologists who hope to glean insights
into the functions of sex precisely
through looking at how to cope without
it — much like a geneticist would study
the function of a gene by looking at
a mutant. Now, writing in this issue of
Current Biology, Tanja Schwander and
colleagues [3] put forward another
candidate to join that group — Timema
stick insects (Figure 1), some species
of which they now show have lived
without sex for a considerable amount
of time.
Live Long and Chaste
The amount of time is a crucial qualifier
here. First, because Timema stick
insects — a group of about 20 species
that inhabit shrublands along the
American west coast — had already
been known for some time to comprise
several asexual species that most likely
evolved multiple times from sexual
ancestors [4,5]. Second, because
the sheer presence of asexual
reproduction per se would not make
these animals all that special. Asexual
lineages are known to arise not
infrequently within species, but most
of the time perish quite quickly [6].They are, by and large, evolutionary
dead ends, peripheral twigs on the tree
of life [7,8]. Thus, only if an asexual
lineage can be shown to be
evolutionarily stable over a longer
time, it can be hoped to inform the
question of how life without sex is at
all possible.
But how to show that a lineage is
stable over a long time? Fossils are
the obvious answer, but equally
obvious is that the fossil record is
sparse — a problem that besets all
historical biology. For two of the
presumed long-term asexuals — the
darwinulid ostracods and bdelloid
rotifers — reliable fossils are available
that indicate that these groups have
persisted for at least dozens, possibly
hundreds of millions of years [9,10].
But these are the exception. Studentsof other, less fortunate lineages need
to rely on indirect, genetic means of
inferring lineage age.
The evidence for Timema stick
insects being in fact long-standing
asexuals comes from three sources:
mitochondrial phylogenies, divergence
of nuclear alleles and comparison of
gene and species phylogenetic trees.
First, using a mitochondrial gene, the
authors [3] determined the age of five
of the asexual species — T. shepardi,
T. douglasi, T. genevievae, T. tahoe,
and T. monikensis. The ages the
authors estimated range from 500
thousand years for the youngest ones
to between 1.5 and 2 million years
for T. geneveviae, T. tahoe and
T. monikensis. This estimate was
obtained using a general molecular
clock for insect mitochondrial DNA,
but such calibrations are naturally
problematic as the speed of sequence
divergence need not always be
constant in different lineages. The ages
themselves become of course only
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Figure 2. Effect of sex, and lack thereof, on phylogenetic relationships between alleles.
Left: in sexually reproducing organisms, recombination keeps the average sequence diver-
gence between two alleles (A,a) relatively low. This results in matching allele and individual
phylogeny (grey bars). Right: after a long time without sex, alleles show deeper divergence
and have accumulated mutations independently from each other. Accordingly, allele
phylogeny will not match individual phylogeny. On average, corresponding alleles (e.g., all
As) are more closely related to each other than to their homologues in the same organism.
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of related species, and more
importantly to other asexuals. The
estimated age of about 2 million years
places T. tahoe towards the upper end
of a sliding scale compared to other
asexuals [11]: compared to the oldest
ones — bdelloids, darwinulids and
oribatids — this is still one or two
orders of magnitude smaller; but
Timema had more clues about
asexuality in store.
Meselson Reloaded
The problem of lineage age is only one
point where the study of asexuals is
fraught with uncertainties. Even more
drastic is the problem at the heart of the
matter — how to prove absence of sex.
Logically, it is of course much easier
to prove sex, you just need to
document one or — if reviewers hassle
you — a few productive sexual acts.
But how to go about proving the lack of
sex, which we all know can be a very
covert, and deplorably rare event?
Where long-term monitoring is not an
option, again indirect genetic tests areneeded [2]. One of a handful of such
tests relies on a prediction that was
first put forward by Matthew Meselson
for bdelloid rotifers and has since
become known as the ‘Meselson
effect’ [12].
The Meselson effect refers to the
idea that in the absence of
recombination — a ubiquitous
accompaniment of sex — the two
alleles of a given gene in a diploid
organism should diverge more and
more over time. During sexual
reproduction, meiosis and
recombination shuffle alleles around,
and only one allele is passed on per
parent. This leads to some alleles being
lost and a fraction of alleles from the
same ancestor ‘reconvening’ in
a newly sired offspring, such that the
overall difference between alleles
remains relatively low. Without sex,
a mother often passes on both alleles
unchanged, and as there is no
recombination, no such smoothening
should occur. Instead, over time, the
two alleles will accumulate mutations
independently and diverge.To test for the Meselson effect in
Timema, Schwander and colleagues [3]
compared the alleles of two nuclear
genes in individual members of asexual
and sexual species. Overall, the
divergence between copies is higher
in the asexual species, and one of the
oldest lineages, T. tahoe, also shows
particularly high divergence for both
genes — whereas the other two old
species showed high divergence only
for one of the loci.
The Meselson effect had originally
been described in bdelloid
rotifers — with hundreds of species
and a considerable age the star of the
asexual world — and has been put
forward as one of the hallmarks of
asexuality [12]. But since then, the story
has become more complicated: it
turned out that part of the high allelic
divergence seen in bdelloids was
the result of ancient tetraploidy, such
that some of the presumed divergent
alleles are actually duplicate gene
copies [13,14]. In another case, the
Meloidogyne root knot nematodes,
the observed Meselson effect was
the result of previous hybridisation
between species [15]. Other presumed
asexuals, like the Darwinulid
ostracods, don’t show a Meselson
effect at all [16]; there may be other
factors at play that smoothen out
allelic divergence, such as gene
conversion, DNA repair or mitotic
crossing-over. And yet other asexuals,
like the oribatid mites, still undergo
meiosis, just that the meiotic products
then fuse, a process called automixis,
so again there is no Meselson
effect [17].
Timema stick insects, at least, don’t
seem to engage in automixis [5],
instead generating diploid eggs
through simple mitosis, and there is
little evidence for hybridisation or
ancient tetraploidy. So right now, they
are one of the few animals with a true
Meselson effect due to asexuality.
A consequence of the Meselson effect
and the third line of evidence for
ancient asexuality in Timema is evident
from a phylogenetic analysis of the
divergent alleles (Figure 2). Given
enough time, alleles within individuals
should become so different that a given
allele will be more closely related to the
corresponding allele in another
individual than to its counterpart within
the same individual [8,12]. And indeed,
this phylogenetic pattern was found
for some asexual Timema individuals,
though not for all.
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Overall, at least two of the species —
T. tahoe and T. geneveviae (Figure 1) —
seem to qualify as long-standing
asexuals. Interestingly, T. geneveviae
also has unpaired chromosomes,
another indicator of prolonged lack of
sex [5]. They thus join a group of
animals that continues to puzzle
biologists. On the one hand, there is
fundamental skepticism as to whether
survival without any sex at all is
possible in the long run, and whether
the claim of asexual reproduction
perhaps just means we haven’t looked
hard enough. After all, rare sex may go
unnoticed and yet be beneficial [2]. On
the other hand, if asexuals are real, they
pose a challenge and an opportunity for
evolutionary biology.
At its heart, evolutionary theory has
an economic algorithm, a cost–benefit
calculation: if a trait is beneficial for
fitness, it will be selected for, when it is
costly, it will be selected against. But
the near ubiquitous presence of sex
has proven to be notoriously hard to
rationalise in terms of evolutionary
cost–benefit calculations. There is as
of now no simple, single-cause
explanation for the benefits of sex [18].
On the other side of the equation, the
costs of sex are easily spelled out,
thanks to John Maynard Smith’s notion
of the ‘twofold cost of sex’ [19]: in order
to produce the same number of
offspring, a sexual species needs twice
the number of parents — a father and
a mother for each offspring — while
an asexual species only needs one.
Thus, asexuals should rapidly outgrow
sexuals, which they usually don’t.
But, if the prevalence of sex
means it is so beneficial, how
can asexuals — provided they are
real — survive? By extension it must
mean that the selective pressures that
cause sex to persist and prevail
are somehow less powerful or
counteracted by even larger benefits
of asexuality in these organisms.
Traditionally, benefits of sex have been
grouped into ecological and genetic
explanations [20]. So, in an ideal world,
a comparison of the genetics and
ecology between asexual and sexual
species could be expected to yield
some hints as to what needs to change
within the organism or in its
environment to make asexuality
(or sexuality) the more successful
strategy. This is easier said than done
of course, and there’s also a double
bind: on the one hand, only oldasexuals qualify for such comparisons,
as evolutionary benefits only play out in
the longer run; on the other hand, if
lineages have been asexual for a long
time, theymay have diverged from their
sexual ancestors in many different
aspects of their biology, making it even
more difficult to ascertain which
ecological or genetic differences are
direct consequences of asexuality and
which are unrelated changes that
happened along the way.
With their intermediate anciency —
older than the many easy-come-easy-
go asexual lineages and younger than
bdelloids or Darwinulids — the asexual
Timema stick insects might have just
the right age for such comparisons;
unless, that is, they turn out not to
truly have stuck with asexuality in the
end.
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from Lamprey BrainsThe lamprey brain has now been shown to have basal ganglia circuitry, with an
output that acts tonically on midbrain and brainstem motor centers and is
modulated by ascending dopaminergic input. This condition was believed to
represent the tetrapod condition, but now appears to be far more ancient.Mario F. Wullimann
Lampreys are a global treasure for
evolutionary biology. These fish-like,
jawless (agnathan) animals represent
the most ancestral living vertebrates
(Figure 1). Cambrian agnathans
originated more than 500 million years
ago and gave rise to the first grand
craniate radiation in the Silurian and
Devonian periods. Todays lampreysmay therefore harbour the key for
understanding the origins of the
craniate/vertebrate radiation, including
the evolution of a vertebrate brain and
sensory organs [1,2].
Evolutionary neurobiology has
suffered historically from various
preconceptions. Take cortex evolution,
which was once believed to have
proceeded from olfactory cortex to
hippocampus and isocortex (reflected
